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Abstract   This paper offers a detailed analysis of the speech practices of 
pre-school aged children engaged in their daily play and interactions by 
adopting a perspective that recognises young children organising social 
membership through talk and activity. A reading based on traditional early 
childhood practices and theories is contrasted with an alternative reading 
which shows children constructing gendered social membership. This 
reading constitutes children as persons of gender and power by showing 
how children are positioned (and position themselves) as teachers, 
learners and players engaged in their daily play and interactions.  
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Introduction 
The play of young children can be examined from a number of perspectives, with each 
perspective offering a different view of children and play. The main purpose of this paper is 
to explore two contrasting readings of one episode of play. An examination of alternate 
perspectives allows for new ways of examining classroom practice (Baker, 1991) which, in 
turn, provides new ways to frame questions about early childhood knowledge and practice. 
Early Childhood Programs and Play 
Preschool settings have traditionally provided educational and socialisation experiences for 
young children. Such settings have been organised in ways expected to encourage learning 
experiences as children engage in free play and naturally occurring activities (Walkerdine, 
1987). Children express themselves within an environment designed to support individual 
growth. This model reflects the development component of the traditional early childhood 
programs (Mac Naughton, 1992). As Mac Naughton (1992) and Walkerdine (1986) suggest, 
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early childhood teaching practices typically draw upon this theory of child development. For 
instance, in its guidelines for developmentally appropriate practice, The National Association 
for the Education of Young Children, a major professional organisation for early childhood 
educators in the United States, states that “…a major determinant of program quality is the 
extent to which knowledge of child development is applied in program practices…” 
(Bredekamp, 1987:1). 
Programs focusing on child development have traditionally recognised play as the significant 
vehicle for the individual’s educational and social learning (Almy, Monighan, Scales, and 
Van Hoorn, 1984; Piaget, 1962; Saracho, 1986; Vygotsky, 1976; Weber, 1984). Play 
expresses children’s intrinsic motivation and spontaneous interests, and is evidenced by their 
active involvement and unwillingness to be distracted (Almy et al., 1984). In this context, 
children are regarded as active learners constructing their own knowledge and understandings 
about their world through social and cultural transactions.  
Early childhood teachers, in this paradigm, are expected to stimulate and extend children’s 
knowledge and understandings through play (Ebbeck, 1991). The teacher’s role is seen as one 
of encouraging and challenging the individual child to develop physical, social, affective and 
motor abilities. All of this is achieved in a carefully prepared environment designed to foster 
play and children working together. Children’s play, with the resultant development of 
individual social competence, is seen as an important element of early childhood classrooms 
(Kantor, Elgas, and Fernie, 1993; Walkerdine, 1984).  
Social Interaction 
Young children’s social competence Early childhood researchers and educators have 
typically investigated children’s social competence using one of the three approaches 
described by Kantor et al. (1993). The first is the sociometric approach within which children 
make judgements about their peers. Here, for example, children who are seen by their peers as 
unpopular are expected by adults to experience difficulties in the classroom (Kantor et al., 
1993).  
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The second approach, a social interactional perspective, looks at the children’s ability to 
sustain positive relationships with others across contexts (Kantor et al., 1993; Rubin and 
Rose-Krasnor, 1992). Here, socialisation is seen as a developmental process (Edwards, 1986; 
Speier, 1982:181). Within this paradigm, children, while active participants in their 
socialisation process, are seen as recipients of the values of their society (Davies, 1989; 
Speier, 1982).  
The third approach, the sociocultural perspective, unlike the first two approaches, does not 
focus on assessing the individual child’s social competence. Instead, this approach displaces 
the individual child for a group focus; classroom practices and meanings are developed 
through the social history of the preschool group (Hollway, 1984; Kantor et al., 1993). As this 
perspective views social competence as part of everyday life, social competence is therefore 
viewed as neither an individual child’s unmoving set of abilities nor a developmental 
progression. Rather, the classroom is seen as a fluid and dynamic interplay of social 
interaction.  
Talk and social membership A recent, fourth perspective on social interaction is concerned 
with how social membership is defined and produced by the structures of language used 
(Swann, 1992; Weedon, 1987). The examination of children’s talk then enables a study of the 
ways in which they see their world and the ways children construct that world in their daily 
interactions and activities (Payne and Ridge, 1985; Speier, 1982). According to Davies 
(1989:1), children use talk not only to communicate, but to “constitute themselves as persons 
in relation to others in the social world”. According to this, people do not passively accept the 
messages of society; instead, they use language to define their sense of selves, to construct 
their subjectivities  and to position others (Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Davies, 1993; 
Swann, 1992; Weedon, 1987).  
Subject positions can be made visible to others and they can be taken up or resisted by the 
person (Fairclough, 1989; Fernie, Davies, Kantor, and McMurray, 1993). Particular subject 
positions taken up by participants are reflected and constituted by discourses (Fairclough, 
1989; Hollway, 1984). As Gee (1990:143) explains, 
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A Discourse is a socially accepted association among ways of using language, of 
thinking, feeling, believing, valuing, and of acting that can be used to identify 
oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group or ‘social network’, or to 
signal (that one is playing) a socially meaningful ‘role’. 
Young children use talk and activity, therefore, to take up any number of positions as 
members of social groups. The subject positions they occupy are influenced by “what they 
do” (Fairclough, 1989:38) (or do not do) in particular instances. These subjectivities are 
based on their experiences and understandings of the particular discourses that operate in 
their everyday life experiences (Davies, 1992). For example, boys and girls can elect to take 
up (or resist) particular positions of masculinity and femininity. This final position is argued 
by feminist poststructuralist writers such as Davies (1989), Walkerdine (1987) and Weedon 
(1987).  
This paper uses aspects from the first three perspectives analysing social competence and 
reflecting the traditional early childhood pedagogy in the analysis adopted in the first reading 
of a play sequence presented in this paper. A second reading of the same episode takes the 
fourth, and most recent, perspective which focuses on social membership in place of 
competence. This paper will now contextualise the data and methodology before presenting 
the two readings. 
Data and Methodology  
The research took place over a three week period at the beginning of a school year. The 
setting is a child care centre in a city area where I visited one day a week for the previous 
year, initially to begin my research and undertake a pilot study. The child care centre has 
three classrooms. My research was focused on the oldest children, the preschool group; these 
children were aged between three and five years. Some of these children were new to this 
classroom and some had been there the previous year. Some children came to the child care 
centre every day whereas other children only came some days. On any day, there were two 
teachers and up to twenty-two children in the preschool classroom.  
I video-taped the social interactions of the children engaged in play in the morning sessions. 
This entailed approximately two hours of video data for each session. Data for this paper is 
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drawn from one episode of video-taped play. All names of the children have been changed to 
ensure anonymity. (See Appendix 1 for the full transcript and transcript notation.)  
Rationale for recorded data Video-taping captures the complexity and interconnectedness of 
talk in classrooms (Jacob, 1987; Mehan, 1979). Denzin (1989) notes that conversation 
analysts employ the use of audio-video tape as a method to examine natural talk in everyday 
life, as videotaping preserves the data in a way that most closely resembles the original form. 
It also permits analysis of non-verbal behaviours as well as talk behaviours. Mehan (1979; 
1993) and Denzin (1989) both suggest that this approach allows careful observation through 
retrieval of video-tape materials for data analysis, and repeated critical re-examinations of the 
event which facilitates many possible interpretations of the same data.  
The difficulties associated with studies in early childhood settings In discussing the 
difficulties of undertaking ethnographic studies in preschool settings, Corsaro (1985) 
considers the assumed power of the researcher to be one of the problems of gaining access to 
young informants. In his work, he used a reactive strategy to minimise his perceived power as 
an adult: he responded to the children rather than initiating contact with them. Using this 
approach, I responded to the children only if they initiated contact with me although my 
responses were mostly confined to affirming their initiation. For example, I would answer a 
question but would not initiate a conversation. I believe that I was able eventually to observe 
daily interactions to which teachers and other adults may not have had access because of the 
children’s understandings about adult positions of perceived power and control. The children 
and teachers appeared to take little notice of either the camera or my presence after the first 
few days; however I cannot assume that my presence was not part of the scenes being filmed. 
As I was able to observe firsthand the children’s interactions, the data can be analysed for 
what happens when the teacher is not present and also, when the teacher comes upon the 
scene. 
The episode Six boys aged between three and five years are playing on a carpeted area 
surrounded by two shelves storing large wooden blocks. David is the oldest boy and has been 
in this classroom for the longest time, almost two years. John and Andrew have been in this 
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classroom for almost a year. Connell and Colin are new to this classroom, having come from 
the 2-3 year old classroom the previous year.  
Connell and John are using large blocks to make a road for their cars. They are side-by-side 
but playing independently of each other. Colin is playing alone near the block shelves. The 
teacher is in another part of the room. As soon as Connell and John begin their dispute, David 
enters into the situation. When the dispute escalates, the teacher intervenes in an attempt to 
resolve the conflict. The full transcript of this episode is included in Appendix 1. The reader 
may wish to consult the full transcript at this point as this paper uses extracts from that 
transcript. 
Two readings of this episode are presented. Each reading searches for and finds different 
ways of accounting for the talk and activity. Each reading is produced with the resources of 
different vocabulary which present different ways of constituting the child (Jenks, 1982). 
Reading 1 adopts traditional early childhood pedagogy while Reading 2 examines the 
gendered subject positions that are being occupied by the participants. Each reading addresses 
three common considerations. The first looks at how the boys use size and age, the second 
examines the role of the teacher, and the third considers the teaching strategies of scaffolding 
and apprenticeship.  
Reading 1: Analysis Using Conventional Early Childhood Discourse 
Within traditional early childhood pedagogy, observations, audio and video recordings 
generally have provided descriptive accounts of behaviours of participants and their play 
environments. Using this approach, the first reading describes the children dealing with issues 
of size, conflict and protection of classroom space and the teacher is seen to resolve the peer 
conflict by scaffolding a problem-solving approach. The second reading, based on a more 
sequential reading, shows a different interpretation. 
Size (being big) In this episode of block play, all participated in the talk of who is bigger. 
Extract 1 might conventionally be read as the children, through their social interaction, 
exploring their logico-mathematical understandings of size. The children could be described 
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as learning about size relations and thus contributing to their language and cognitive 
development (as in Edwards, 1986). 
Extract 1 
7 John I won’t go away ((John stands up, moves towards Connell and puts his arms 
around Connell’s shoulders)) Look how big I am ((David arrives in block area and 
looks on; Colin continues to build with the blocks, looks up))  
8 Connell [No, I’m]  
9 David [No, I’m] way bigger than him (2.0) ((stands behind Connell and puts his arms 
around Connell’s head)) way bigger ((David takes off his hat and tries to put his 
chin on top of Connell’s head; Connell looks at David and then at John)) (And I’ll 
get (     ) put my (         ) on your head) 
10 John ((standing in front of Connell, puts his arms around him. Connell puts his arms 
around John)) (I’m bigger ) 
11 David Me 
12 Connell And I’m bigger 
13 David No we’ll just BASH YOU RIGHT off the (  ) ((David swings fists; Connell turns 
to look at David))  
Another way to read this extract using conventional early childhood pedagogy is to suggest 
that Connell is seen by his peers as weak or unpopular in the classroom (the sociometric 
approach). A social interactional perspective might suggest that as David is seen to be 
terrorising a younger child, he is exhibiting aggressive social behaviour which will require the 
teacher to help him learn how to generate and maintain positive social relationships (as in 
Rodd and Holland, 1990).  
The theme of size is also evident in Extract 2 when the teacher realises that David is talking 
about size and age—but in Turn 44, she characterises David’s talk as being uncooperative. 
The discourse of cooperation is often used by adults to control children’s behaviour.  
Extract 2 
43 David Bpp, bpp, bpp (( a play sound rising in tone)) they should(n’t) even be (here) 
((David is leaning against the block shelf, facing away from the teacher)) 
44 Teacher Well Dave, if you can’t co-operate with the little ones in the group, you’ll have to 
find something for you to play with away from them= ((David walks away with his 
back towards the teacher as she talks)) 
45 John ((standing nearby then starts to play with blocks)) 
46 David ((jumps over blocks, makes a play sound)) =They’re not even four. 
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In this episode, it looks as if David is supporting John’s right to access to block corner. Early 
childhood pedagogy sees common conflicts arising as children control and protect their 
interactive space by discouraging others access to it. Corsaro (1985) notes that teachers often 
see this type of behaviour as being uncooperative. So does the teacher, when she tells David 
in Turn 44 that, “if you can’t cooperate with the little ones in the group, you’ll have to find 
something for you to play with away from them”.  
The role of the teacher In traditional early childhood pedagogy, an early childhood educator 
is seen as a trained and objective observer of children’s play, a nurturer and a facilitator of 
learning experiences (Ebbeck, 1991; Walkerdine, 1986). The teacher controls the setting and 
regulates the interactions for the smooth functioning of the daily program. The teacher is 
entitled to make decisions about interactions between children and to intervene (cf. Speier, 
1982). In Extract 3, the teacher might have characterised her own actions in this way. This 
teacher took on many of the practices consistent with traditional early childhood pedagogy. It 
is usually the practice of early childhood teachers to step into a peer play situation when there 
is conflict. According to Corsaro (1985), this reflects the teacher’s desire to stop the 
disruptive nature of conflict so that children can continue their educationally valuable play.  
Extract 3 
27 Teacher ((touching David)) David, what’s the problem with Connell. ((Connell is still 
crying loudly, looks up briefly at the teacher and then John, who is still standing 
nearly and is now swinging a small plastic car towards Connell)) 
28 David ((turning away from Connell towards the teacher, but looking at the block shelf 
and touching the blocks)) =We’re just talking to him ((John looks on, standing a 
little away.)) 
29 Teacher Well, he looks very sad. Look at his face. ((Connell appears to be crying more 
loudly with his mouth wide open, almost a wail)) (1.0) Does he look happy? 
((David looks up at the teacher)) Well, can you make him feel better please? 
The teacher quickly implements early childhood pedagogy when she arrives to mediate. 
Connell’s crying seems to suggest to the teacher that he is physically and emotionally unable 
to give an answer, so it is David to whom she immediately turns for an explanation. David is 
older and thus deemed more responsible and more socially competent. Her question is 
addressed to David, “what’s the problem with Connell”. While this could be heard as 
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assigning David the responsibility for Connell’s distress, she avoids blaming David until 
more is known. Attention is quickly turned to comforting the distressed child.  
Scaffolding and apprenticeships Traditional early childhood pedagogy uses the scaffolding 
metaphor adopted by Bruner (1980) to describe how adults or significant others, through 
mediation, support children’s development. Scaffolding is a way of structuring situations to 
allow children to participate at higher levels than possible when unassisted. Vygotsky (1978) 
asserts, as does Bruner (1980), that children can achieve more with mediation than they can 
alone. Wells (1991) takes this concept further by defining the child’s role as one of an 
apprentice.  
Extract 4 illustrates the scaffolding and problem-solving approaches emphasised within early 
childhood practices. The social interactional perspective sees problem solving and 
negotiation as fostering intellectual thinking (Rubin and Rose-Krasnor, 1992). 
Extract 4 
29 Teacher Well, he looks very sad. Look at his face. (((Connell appears to be crying more 
loudly with his mouth wide open, almost a wail)) (1.0) Does he look happy? 
((David looks up at the teacher)) Well, can you make him feel better please? 
30 David ((David is standing on the bottom shelf of the block shelves, he starts to swing 
away from the teacher and Connell)) 
31 Teacher No:o ((takes David’s arm and pulls him back to standing on the floor near 
Connell)) come back and make him feel better please. ((David puts hand 
tentatively on Connell’s chest)) How are you going to make him feel better?  
((Andrew looks on briefly)) 
32 David Give him a cuddle? 
33 Teacher O-Okay, give him a cuddle ((David leans across for a fleeting moment to put an 
arm around Connell)) (and) what else did you say could you say make him feel 
better? 
34 David (                      ) ((a short utterance)) 
The teacher is structuring ways of finding a solution to the problem. She asks David three 
times (Turns 29, 31, 33) how Connell could be made to feel better. By asking, “what else?”, 
she scaffolds the situation with the expectation that David will provide a number of other 
possible solutions. This extract could be understood as the teacher encouraging David to 
respond creatively by providing a number of possible solutions to the problem. In early 
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childhood pedagogy, conflictual acts, resulting in teacher mediation, should facilitate 
children’s abilities to engage in cooperative play (Rodd and Holland, 1990). It could be that 
the teacher conceives her action in this way. The teacher’s mediation has scaffolded an act of 
reconciliation with Connell.  
As these extracts and discussion illustrate, Reading 1 employs conventional early childhood 
theories, vocabularies and practices to interpret the talk and actions of the children and 
teacher. This approach relies predominantly upon descriptive accounts of behaviours 
informed by child development theories. Reading 2 will now offer an alternate analysis. 
Here, the analysis looks for interactions growing out of gender relations and issues of power 
and control, issues that are invisible in traditional early childhood pedagogy.  
Reading 2: Analysis Showing Children as Gendered Members of the Classroom 
Using the same play episode discussed in Reading 1, this alternate reading shows children 
constructing social membership by positioning themselves as gendered members of the 
classroom. This perspective values talk and action as a way of examining the subject 
positions that are being offered, challenged and taken up by the participants.  
Size (being big) Free play and natural activities are not value neutral events (Mac Naughton, 
1992). In this episode, free play is used to learn the strategic and pragmatic language of 
exercising masculinity. In Extract 1, Connell engages in a discussion about who is bigger. 
The episode escalates when Connell challenges one of the bigger boys and the bigger (and 
older) boys use this to launch into a lesson for Connell on the discursive practices of 
masculinity of this classroom. They then act in concert to educate Connell about their rules 
for the classroom.  
Extract 1 
7 John I won’t go away ((John stands up, moves towards Connell and puts his arms 
around Connell’s shoulders)) Look how big I am ((David arrives in block area and 
looks on; Colin continues to build with the blocks, looks up))  
8 Connell [No, I’m]  
9 David [No, I’m] way bigger than him (2.0) ((stands behind Connell and puts his arms 
around Connell’s head)) way bigger ((David takes off his hat and tries to put his 
chin on top of Connell’s head; Connell looks at David and then at John)) (And I’ll 
get (     ) put my (         ) on your head) 
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10 John ((standing in front of Connell, puts his arms around him. Connell puts his arms 
around John)) (I’m bigger ) 
11 David Me 
12 Connell And I’m bigger 
13 David No we’ll just BASH YOU RIGHT off the (  ) ((David swings fists; Connell turns 
to look at David))  
In Turn 9, David refers to Connell in the third person singular. He is addressing John but 
talking about Connell in his own presence. This would suggest that David does not recognise 
Connell as having equal status in the conversation. Connell would therefore seem to have 
restricted speaking rights(Payne and Ridge, 1985; Speier, 1982) and lower status. His lower 
status could be interpreted as his not yet fully knowing how to be powerful in the local male 
discourse of his classroom. Even though David is talking about Connell (and not to Connell), 
the talk serves to make visible to Connell the masculine position that David occupies. David 
is taking the time to begin his lesson to Connell on the masculine discourse operating here.  
Age and size are visible characteristics of preschool-aged children and being younger and 
smaller usually signifies being less powerful. Connell, presented with both the talk of bigness 
as well as the reality of the boys being bigger than he, is presented with the dilemma of 
whether the masculine discourse made visible is the talk of bigness, the reality of bigness or a 
combination of the two. In Turn 12, Connell tentatively claims that he is bigger (although he 
is not). This could be read as Connell trying to find out if the masculine discourse operating 
here is one that claims of being bigger is as powerful as the reality of being bigger. Connell 
finds out that, for him anyway, this claim does not work as David immediately threatens to 
“bash” him.  
Extract 5 show Connell’s struggle while the older boys teach him the local masculine 
discourse. He does not back down, or turn away but ‘stands and takes it like a man’ until Turn 
26.  
Extract 5 
12 Connell And I’m bigger 
13 David No we’ll just BASH YOU RIGHT off the (  ) ((David swings fists; Connell turns 
to look at David))  
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14 John ((pointing towards Connell)) (  ) in jail 
15 David (Well)= 
16 Connell =No 
17 David Yes, (well) you just (we just) if you punch John, well I’ll just THROW you 
((making throwing movements)) through that television (1.0) that’s standing right 
over there.  
18 John (3.0) And then I’ll kick ya ((Connell looks at John)) 
19 David ((now beside Connell)) And I’ll kick you right through the [(window)] 
20 John ((leans towards Connell)) [And then] I’ll get Batman. 
21 David ((pats John on the head)) Will you stop talking John? ((Connell looks away 
towards floor and then at David)) (                                 ) ((a short sentence)) 
square bum ((smiles at John)) 
22 John ((to David)) And I’ll get the police ((Connell looks at John and then the floor)) 
23 David And all the (        ) will come out 
24 John And I’ll and I’ll piss on ‘im ((points to Connell) and and then the police will (get) 
it 
25 David Yeah, and then you’ll ((points to Connell)) be going to jail. Rmmp Rmmp, 
[Rmmp ((David starts to make car noises, claps hands close to Connell’s face, 
jumping up and down, making play sounds that are high and song-like.)) ] 
26 Connell ((starts to cry out)) [NO:O NO:O] ((to David)) I want to go home with mummy 
and my daddy. ((Connell crying, looks up briefly at the teacher when she arrives)) 
27 Teacher ((touching David)) David, what’s the problem with Connell. ((Connell is still 
crying loudly, looks up briefly at the teacher and then John, who is still standing 
nearly and is now swinging a small plastic car towards Connell)) 
The combination of violent threat and benevolence is evident here (Davies, 1989). David and 
John work together to provide some friendly male advice: if Connell punches John, certain 
things will happen. For example, Connell will be thrown through the television, or the police 
will come and get him. Evident in Turns 21 and 24, and possibly 23, is the use of scatagorical 
talk: square bum, piss. These boys have taken up the position of assertive masculinity through 
their use of scatagorical language, and threats of aggression and power over Connell and the 
environment are used. Through this, Connell is learning from the older boys how to be 
positioned as a male within this classroom discourse. Davies (1989), Thorne (1993) and 
Walkerdine (1987) have suggested that such talk of acts of domination constitute declarations 
of male power.  
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Connell is not the only boy learning how to operate in the local masculine discourse. At the 
very beginning of the episode John and David assert that they are bigger than Connell, and 
with that, have certain rights and power. Colin and Andrew were onlookers to this exchange, 
and to most of the episode. At the very end, after the terrorism and then the teacher’s 
mediation, Colin initiates a new discussion on size and bigness. He tells Andrew that he is 
bigger than him.  
Extract 6 
44 Teacher Well Dave, if you can’t co-operate with the little ones in the group, you’ll have to 
find something for you to play with away from them= ((David walks away with his 
back towards the teacher as she talks)) 
45 John ((standing nearby then starts to play with blocks)) 
46 David ((jumps over blocks, makes a play sound)) =They’re not even four. 
47 Connell  ((walks away, crouches, has car on blocks)) 
48 Colin   ((Colin and Andrew are near the block shelves)) I’m bigger than you Andrew. 
49 Andrew ((jumps up and stands tall beside Colin, then puts foot on shelf) I’m bigger I’m 
bigger 
The cycle begins again. 
The role of the teacher The violent threats in Extract 5 are seen as part of the construction of 
the male discourse. Connell is seen by the older boys and the teacher as having very little 
power in this interaction. The teacher, when she enters in Turn 27, also positions Connell so 
that he is seen as powerless.  
Extract 3 
27 Teacher ((touching David)) David, what’s the problem with Connell. ((Connell is still 
crying loudly, looks up briefly at the teacher and then John, who is still standing 
nearly and is now swinging a small plastic car towards Connell)) 
28 David ((turning away from Connell towards the teacher, but looking at the block shelf 
and touching the blocks)) =We’re just talking to him ((John looks on, standing a 
little away.)) 
29 Teacher Well, he looks very sad. Look at his face. ((Connell appears to be crying more 
loudly with his mouth wide open, almost a wail)) 1.0) Does he look happy? 
((David looks up at the teacher)) Well, can you make him feel better please? 
David is accorded the higher status both by the participants and the teacher. When the teacher 
arrives to mediate, she assigns David the responsibility for explaining what had just 
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happened. By asking David to talk for Connell (Speier, 1982), the teacher limits Connell’s 
speaking rights (Payne and Ridge, 1985; Speier, 1982); her action constituting him as less 
than a full member of the group. Her response could be heard by the older boys as her 
identifying Connell as not successfully aligning himself within their masculine discourse. 
David, too, could be understood to portray him in this way. In his explanation to the teacher 
(“We were just talking to him”), his reference to Connell in the third person produces Connell 
as not having equal status.  
The work of an early childhood teacher has often been seen as complementary to the role of 
mother—both facilitate child development (Stanley and Wise, 1983; Walkerdine, 1987). In 
Extract 7, the female teacher feminises the interaction by resolving the conflict in ways that 
nurture the distressed child. Particular emphasis is placed upon the importance of feelings.  
Extract 7 
27 Teacher ((touching David)) David, what’s the problem with Connell. ((Connell is still 
crying loudly, looks up briefly at the teacher and then John, who is still standing 
nearly and is now swinging a small plastic car towards Connell)) 
28 David ((turning away from Connell towards the teacher, but looking at the block shelf 
and touching the blocks)) =We’re just talking to him ((John looks on, standing a 
little away.)) 
29 Teacher Well, he looks very sad. Look at his face. (((Connell appears to be crying more 
loudly with his mouth wide open, almost a wail)) (1.0) Does he look happy? 
((David looks up at the teacher)) Well, can you make him feel better please? 
30 David ((David is standing on the bottom shelf of the block shelves, he starts to swing 
away from the teacher and Connell)) 
31 Teacher No:o ((takes David’s arm and pulls him back to standing on the floor near 
Connell)) come back and make him feel better please. ((David puts hand 
tentatively on Connell’s chest)) How are you going to make him feel better? 
((Andrew looks on briefly)) 
32 David Give him a cuddle? 
33 Teacher O-Okay, give him a cuddle ((David leans across for a fleeting moment to put an 
arm around Connell)) (and) what else did you say could you say make him feel 
better? 
34 David (                      ) ((a short utterance)) 
35 Teacher Is that are you feeling okay now Connell? ((Connell shakes his head and continues 
crying.)) We get you a tissue? Wipe the tears away? ((teacher leaves for a tissue)) 
36 John ((steps closer and swings the plastic car close to Connell’s body)) 
37 David ((Connell is still crying; David looks at the teacher leaving and then puts his finger 
gently under Connell’s chin, talking in a cajoling tone. Andrew, who has been 
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playing nearby, stands beside Connell and looks at David)) (        ) it was a joke 
((turns towards John)) (          ) a joke 
38 Teacher ((returns and wipes Connell’s nose)) Wipe the tissues away? 
The discursive position that the female teacher is seen to present is her feminised version of 
reprimand and repair—asking about the problem, the hug, and the nose wiping of Connell. 
When the teacher wipes Connell’s nose, she is being both a good teacher and a good mother. 
The alternate reading sees the teacher choosing to take up a discourse similar to that of 
mothers (Walkerdine, 1987) as she nurtures Connell and is sensitive to his feelings and caring 
for his physical needs (wiping his nose). Turn 33 shows the shift from the mother discourse to 
the teacher discourse. The teacher moves from her nurturing role with Connell to one of 
asking David to list available options to make one feel better.  
Just as the teacher leaves to get a tissue, David and John act in concert. Both approach 
Connell but not to give a cuddle. John steps forward and swings a plastic car close to 
Connell’s body while David, in Turn 37, substitutes some male talk for the female teacher 
talk. Both are challenging the power of the teacher with an oppositional position. David 
presents the localised male version when he puts his finger under Connell’s chin and tells him 
that “it was a joke”. David is subverting and undermining the position of the teacher by 
presenting his explanation (a different one to that constructed by the teacher) of what just 
happened. 
Both Davies (1989) and Walkerdine (1987) argue that early male discourse can be seen as 
resistance to the female teacher’s control. This is not resentment, but “constructed in 
opposition to the idea of femaleness” (Davies, 1989:89), and can be seen in the interactions 
between the female teacher and David.  
Extract 2, discussed in Reading 1 as David’s protection of interactive space, now offers an 
alternate interpretation. This extract could also be read that David has positioned himself in a 
powerful discourse. When the teacher is talking to David, he resists the power of the teacher 
by turning his back to her or playing with the blocks. He then contradicts the teacher’s stated 
views (and consequently her authority) by openly disagreeing with her about whether the 
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younger boys should be allowed to play in the block area. David apparently has realised that 
he holds a powerful position within this interaction and knows that he can use it to resist 
particular positions supported by the teacher (Walkerdine, 1987).  
Extract 2 
43 David Bpp, bpp, bpp (( a play sound rising in tone)) they should(n’t) even be (here) 
((David is leaning against the block shelf, facing away from the teacher)) 
44 Teacher Well Dave, if you can’t co-operate with the little ones in the group, you’ll have to 
find something for you to play with away from them= ((David walks away with his 
back towards the teacher as she talks)) 
45 John ((standing nearby then starts to play with blocks)) 
46 David ((jumps over blocks, makes a play sound)) =They’re not even four. 
Here, in Turn 44, the teacher responds by calling David, Dave. It could be heard that the 
teacher is signalling to David that she feels that she is unable to insist and is consequently 
seeking his cooperation. Under traditional early childhood pedagogy, the teacher is unable to 
insist on David’s cooperation as this may be seen as “a dangerous voice from the past, the 
spectre of authoritarianism, of the old ways, of overt power and regulation” (Walkerdine, 
1986:60). 
Scaffolding and apprenticeship The second reading points to how gendered social 
membership being taught and learnt through a model of “‘apprenticeship’ and social practice” 
(Gee, 1990:147). According to Gee (1990) , this process requires two important elements: the 
roles of acquisition and learning. Both are evident here. The older boys in the play setting of 
the classroom were modelling how to behave in a masculine way. In addition, they were, 
through their explanations to the younger boy, actively teaching him how to act as a 
masculine member within the classroom. John was the apprentice to David who, because of 
his age and size (and presumably experience), scaffolded the event for John. David is 
obviously the expert and John the apprentice.  
Extract 8 
18 John (3.0) And then I’ll kick ya ((Connell looks at John)) 
19 David ((now beside Connell)) And I’ll kick you right through the [(window)] 
20 John ((leans towards Connell)) [And then] I’ll get Batman. 
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21 David ((pats John on the head)) Will you stop talking John? ((Connell looks away 
towards floor and then at David)) (                                 ) ((a short sentence)) 
square bum ((smiles at John)) 
John knows the pattern of response but takes a little time to respond: In Turn 18, John takes 
three seconds to think of something to say when it is his turn. John, in Turn 20, says that he’ll 
call Batman, a theme that has not been introduced before, and David immediately tells him to 
stop talking. Superheroes do not appear to be part of David’s discourse of being male in this 
particular context. 
In Extract 7, David is made accountable by the teacher, but with it comes certain 
responsibilities: to show the others (John, for example) what to say when the teacher comes. 
David assigns himself the responsibility of modelling to the other boys how to respond to the 
teacher. In Turn 28, use of the plural pronoun “we” suggests that he speaks for John. His 
claim of solidarity presents a model of unified masculine version of the talk and interaction.  
Extract 7 
27 Teacher ((touching David)) David, what’s the problem with Connell. ((Connell is still 
crying loudly, looks up briefly at the teacher and then John, who is still standing 
nearly and is now swinging a small plastic car towards Connell)) 
28 David ((turning away from Connell towards the teacher, but looking at the block shelf 
and touching the blocks)) =We’re just talking to him ((John looks on, standing a 
little away.)) 
29 Teacher Well, he looks very sad. Look at his face. (((Connell appears to be crying more 
loudly with his mouth wide open, almost a wail)) (1.0) Does he look happy? 
((David looks up at the teacher)) Well, can you make him feel better please? 
30 David ((David is standing on the bottom shelf of the block shelves, he starts to swing 
away from the teacher and Connell)) 
31 Teacher No:o ((takes David’s arm and pulls him back to standing on the floor near 
Connell)) come back and make him feel better please. ((David puts hand 
tentatively on Connell’s chest)) How are you going to make him feel better? 
((Andrew looks on briefly)) 
32 David Give him a cuddle? 
33 Teacher O-Okay, give him a cuddle ((David leans across for a fleeting moment to put an 
arm around Connell)) (and) what else did you say could you say make him feel 
better? 
34 David (                      ) ((a short utterance)) 
35 Teacher Is that are you feeling okay now Connell? ((Connell shakes his head and continues 
crying.)) We get you a tissue? Wipe the tears away? ((teacher leaves for a tissue)) 
36 John ((steps closer and swings the plastic car close to Connell’s body)) 
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37 David ((Connell is still crying; David looks at the teacher leaving and then puts his finger 
gently under Connell’s chin, talking in a cajoling tone. Andrew, who has been 
playing nearby, stands beside Connell and looks at David)) (        ) it was a joke 
((turns towards John)) (          ) a joke 
38 Teacher ((returns and wipes Connell’s nose)) Wipe the tissues away? 
The teacher asks David to provide a number of possible strategies to make Connell feel 
better. At first glance, the teacher is asking open-ended types of questions—what could you 
do to make Connell feel better? It is possible to construct the belief that David has the 
freedom to choose (Davies, 1993). At the same time, however, the teacher is subjecting 
David to a set of values that will constrain his choices (Davies, 1993). David, in Turn 32, 
knows the parameters within which he may respond, and consequently he chooses his 
response to fall within what is accepted by the teacher. Davies (1989) suggests that while 
boys generally accept adult power, they often find ways to circumvent it; boys construct their 
sense of maleness independently of teachers. So too does David, when he achieves his own 
end by telling Connell that “it was a joke” in Turn 37. Despite appearing to concede to the 
teacher’s requests, David has highjacked the teacher’s agenda, represented by the discourse 
of femaleness, and replaced it with his local male version.  
Contrasting the social problem solving approach of the teacher [Turns 29-33] with the actions 
of David and John [Turns 26-37] is illuminating. David and John have appropriated the 
teacher’s social problem-solving agenda for their own purposes. The impact of the adult, 
even if not directly present, influenced the positions taken up by the children (Fernie et al., 
1993). They have used the same social problem-solving pattern for giving their advice to 
Connell: If you punch John, then these possible things may happen to you— you will be 
thrown through the television, kicked, and sent to jail.  
Children operate in their own worlds as well as the worlds of adults (Payne and Ridge, 1985). 
This example of highjacked social problem-solving is a sophisticated achievement. In 
contrast, adults can very rarely operate within the world of the children (Payne and Ridge, 
1985).  
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The second reading has provided a new lens to examine classroom interactions. Issues of 
gender, control and power are made visible in this reading.  
Conclusion 
This paper has presented two different ways of reading one play episode. The first reading 
adopted the traditional early childhood approach, one which reflected psychological and child 
development components supporting the active nature of learning and the importance of 
children developing independence and good self-esteem (Bloch, 1992; Mac Naughton, 1992; 
Collings, 1993). However, this pedagogy disregards the influence of social factors, including 
beliefs and behaviours, which position people in particular ways because of their gender. This 
traditional view 
…lacked a socially-critical perspective which is… necessary in order to identify 
often hidden problems which inhibit access, participation and success for some 
people . Being positioned repeatedly as a ‘powerless’ person is frustrating and can 
lead to alienation, withdrawal, rebellion and other behaviours seen as 
‘inappropriate’. A socially critical perspective allows us to look beneath the 
surface behaviours to the real issues (often hidden) and to address these in ways 
which will achieve positive change. (Collings, 1993:22)  
The second reading, utilising an alternate perspective, challenges the notions of the dominant 
discourse of the child-centred pedagogy, instead allowing other ways of seeing what is 
happening in classrooms. It is particularly useful for examining interactions growing out of 
gender relations and issues of power and control, issues largely unexplored in traditional early 
childhood pedagogy.  
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Appendix 1 
1 John  (You can ) go  
2 Connell You can make ya own road (3.0) ((Connell starts to move his small plastic car up 
and down the block road while John holds a car and looks on)) (go, go)  
3 John (8.0) (If you don’t get away, I’m going to         ) 
4 Connell Co:l, Co:l, ((Connell stands up and walks towards Colin)) he’s not going away 
from me. ((points from Colin to John)) get him away, quick (touches Colin’s arm)) 
get [him]- 
5 Colin ((leaning towards John)) [Go] away! 
6 Connell ((leaning towards John)) Go away! 
7 John I won’t go away ((John stands up, moves towards Connell and puts his arms 
around Connell’s shoulders)) Look how big I am ((David arrives in block area and 
looks on; Colin continues to build with the blocks, looks up))  
8 Connell [No, I’m]  
9 David [No, I’m] way bigger than him (2.0) ((stands behind Connell and puts his arms 
around Connell’s head)) way bigger ((David takes off his hat and tries to put his 
chin on top of Connell’s head; Connell looks at David and then at John)) (And I’ll 
get (     ) put my (         ) on your head) 
10 John ((standing in front of Connell, puts his arms around him. Connell puts his arms 
around John)) (I’m bigger ) 
11 David Me 
12 Connell And I’m bigger 
13 David No we’ll just BASH YOU RIGHT off the (  ) ((David swings fists; Connell turns 
to look at David))  
14 John ((pointing towards Connell)) (  ) in jail 
15 David (Well)= 
16 Connell =No 
17 David Yes, (well) you just (we just) if you punch John, well I’ll just THROW you 
((making throwing movements)) through that television (1.0) that’s standing right 
over there.  
18 John (3.0) And then I’ll kick ya ((Connell looks at John)) 
19 David ((now beside Connell)) And I’ll kick you right through the [(window)] 
20 John ((leans towards Connell)) [And then] I’ll get Batman. 
21 David ((pats John on the head)) Will you stop talking John? ((Connell looks away 
towards floor and then at David)) (                                 ) ((a short sentence)) 
square bum ((smiles at John)) 
22 John ((to David)) And I’ll get the police ((Connell looks at John and then the floor)) 
23 David And all the (        ) will come out 
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24 John And I’ll and I’ll piss on ‘im ((points to Connell) and and then the police will (get) 
it 
25 David Yeah, and then you’ll ((points to Connell)) be going to jail. Rmmp Rmmp, 
[Rmmp ((David starts to make car noises, claps hands close to Connell’s face, 
jumping up and down, making play sounds that are high and song-like.)) ] 
26 Connell ((starts to cry out)) [NO:O NO:O] ((to David)) I want to go home with mummy 
and my daddy. ((Connell crying, looks up briefly at the teacher when she arrives)) 
27 Teacher ((touching David)) David, what’s the problem with Connell. ((Connell is still 
crying loudly, looks up briefly at the teacher and then John, who is still standing 
nearly and is now swinging a small plastic car towards Connell)) 
28 David ((turning away from Connell towards the teacher, but looking at the block shelf 
and touching the blocks)) =We’re just talking to him. ((John looks on, standing a 
little away)) 
29 Teacher Well, he looks very sad. Look at his face. ((Connell appears to be crying more 
loudly with his mouth wide open, almost a wail)) (1.0) Does he look happy? 
((David looks up at the teacher)) Well, can you make him feel better please? 
30 David ((David is standing on the bottom shelf of the block shelves, he starts to swing 
away from the teacher and Connell)) 
31 Teacher No:o ((takes David’s arm and pulls him back to standing on the floor near 
Connell)) come back and make him feel better please. ((David puts hand 
tentatively on Connell’s chest)) How are you going to make him feel better?  
((Andrew looks on briefly)) 
32 David Give him a cuddle? 
33 Teacher O-Okay, give him a cuddle. ((David leans across for a fleeting moment to put an 
arm around Connell)) (and) what else did you say could you say make him feel 
better? 
34 David (                      ) ((a short utterance)) 
35 Teacher Is that are you feeling okay now Connell? ((Connell shakes his head and continues 
crying.)) We get you a tissue? Wipe the tears away? ((teacher leaves for a tissue)) 
36 John ((steps closer and swings the plastic car close to Connell’s body)) 
37 David ((Connell is still crying; David looks at the teacher leaving and then puts his finger 
gently under Connell’s chin, talking in a cajoling tone. Andrew, who has been 
playing nearby, stands beside Connell and looks at David)) (        ) it was a joke 
((turns towards John)) (          ) a joke 
38 Teacher ((returns and wipes Connell’s nose)) Wipe the tissues away? 
39 David ((to teacher)) We were just tricking him. 
40 Teacher Now (1.0) well, maybe he doesn’t like being tricked, David. Did you think of that? 
41 David No, [we were just tricking]  
42 Teacher ((rubbing Connell’s head)) [You’re right Connell.] It’s okay. Are you going to 
build with the blocks now? 
43 David Bpp, bpp, bpp (( a play sound rising in tone)) they should(n’t) even be (here) 
((David is leaning against the block shelf, facing away from the teacher)) 
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44 Teacher Well Dave, if you can’t co-operate with the little ones in the group, you’ll have to 
find something for you to play with away from them= ((David walks away with his 
back towards the teacher as she talks)) 
45 John ((standing nearby then starts to play with blocks)) 
46 David ((jumps over blocks, makes a play sound)) =They’re not even four. 
47 Connell  ((walks away, crouches, has car on blocks)) 
48 Colin    ((Colin and Andrew are near the block shelves)) I’m bigger than you Andrew. 
49 Andrew ((jumps up and stands tall beside Colin, then puts foot on shelf) I’m bigger I’m 
bigger 
50 Colin (                  ) ((a short utterance)) 
51 Andrew Colin, Colin ((following Colin back to shelf)) 
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Transcript Notation 
Data are transcribed using a system created by Jefferson and described in Psathas (1995). The 
following are the features used in these transcripts. 
(    ) word(s) spoken but not audible 
(was) best guess for word(s) spoken 
((  )) transcriber’s description 
voice normal speaking voice 
voice increased volume 
VOICE volume is extremely loud 
[ two speakers’ turns overlap at this point 
= no interval between turns 
do:on’t sound extended 
(2.0) pause timed in seconds 
Punctuation marks describe characteristics of speech production. They do not refer to 
grammatical units. 
him- a dash indicates a cut-off of the prior word 
four. a period indicates a stopping fall in tone 
please? a question mark indicates a rising intonation 
away! an exclamation mark indicates an animated tone 
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